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With Enterprise Management Data & 
Analytics, you can:

• Confidently make quicker decisions with
accurate information from a solution that
removes inefficient manual data processes

• Uncover new insight and achieve a 360-degree
view of the business thanks to automated
integration of Enterprise Management* data
with other business applications such as ERP,
CRM, and HRM

• Achieve data compliance, while keeping
IT effort and costs down with built-in,
user-friendly data governance, security,
and system administration tools

• Track performance with pre-built industry
analytics, KPIs, and calculations accessed via
role-based dashboards that deliver immediate 
insight into Enterprise Management data 

Enterprise Management Data & Analytics empowers your business with the 
information you need to confidently make decisions that improve performance. 
Guide your corporate strategy, direction, and investment decisions with data, 
facts, and truth—without hesitation.

Today, successful modern businesses are led by—and generate—large, growing, 
and interconnected data sets. From financial performance and customer 
proposition development to operational process improvement and strategic 
planning, Enterprise Management Data & Analytics places data-based  
decision-making at the heart of your business. Grow your organization by 
applying successful data management and analytics tools, strategies, and 
methodologies to all business functions.

D a t a s h e e t

Empower your 
business with data 

Make data-driven decisions and 
confidently grow your business.
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Make data-driven decisions and confidently grow your business with the 
capabilities of Enterprise Management Data & Analytics.  
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Take control of your data

Get powerful, flexible data management with a 
solution that’s built ready for cloud deployment,  
on-premise, or a hybrid of the two. With Enterprise 
Management Data & Analytics, you have a governed, 
secure, and legislatively-compliant means of drawing 
business insight from Enterprise Management*, as 
well as other applications and  
data sources. 

Enterprise Management Data & Analytics is  
pre-packaged with powerful, self-service reporting 
tools, analytics, and role-based dashboards. Improve 
collaboration and consistency with reusable ratios, 
metrics, calculations, and charts. Plus, you can use 
all these dynamic elements on any mobile device. 

Simplifying complex data challenges, Enterprise 
Management Data & Analytics supports all versions 
of Enterprise Management (formerly known as 
Sage X3) from version 6.5 onwards. This enables 
you to implement the software in various ways, 
including stand-alone, as a module of Enterprise 
Management, or within a wider ecosystem of 
integrated business applications. And you can move 
to the latest version of Enterprise Management 
quickly and easily by storing data from previous 
versions or other ERP solutions in Enterprise 
Management Data & Analytics for historic reporting.

Key features

Hybrid scalability:
• SaaS, private cloud, on-premise or a hybrid

deployment of any product component

• Data gateway for optimized, simple access
to cloud or on-premise data sources

• Highly flexible architecture that scales as
users and data requirements grow

Automated data integration:
• Pre-set, smart data connector for Enterprise 

Management and other applications and 
data sources 

• Rich data connectivity to source metadata

• Automated data merging and table
structure matching

• Multi-lingual caption extraction and
customization detection

Pre-set, flexible data models:
• Pre-packaged data models for Enterprise 

Management and other applications e.g. ERP, 
CRM, HRM

• Flexible data model architecture enables
configuration to meet specific reporting needs

• User-friendly data modeling removes the need for 
a deep understanding of underlying data

• Data warehouse and semantic layer automation
removes complexity and improves time-to-insight

Built-in data governance:
• Administration and data security with four layers of

configuration

• User access settings dynamically extracted from
Enterprise Management and applied in Enterprise 
Management Data & Analytics

• Auditing and monitoring for detailed activity 
logging with dashboard visualization

• Version lifecycle management tools that remove IT 
overhead and ensure business continuity

Pre-packaged analytics and visualizations:
• Powerful self-service reporting, visualization,

and dashboard capabilities

• Reusable elements that enable collaboration
and consistency

• Cross-functional reporting and analysis

• Dynamic, touch-optimized visualizations with drill
up, down, across, and through, on any device


